SCC Meeting via Zoom – June 2, 2020 at 6:00 pm
Discussions were informal but the following content was covered.
2019-20 School Year
There is provincial confirmation that school will not be returning until fall.
“What Does Re-Opening Look Like?”
 This will be facilitated provincially, as was the closing of schools.
 Ed Continuity may look like it does today (virtual learning) or differently. We need to be patient.
 The closer we get to Sept, the better idea we know, “What education will look like.”
 We do know that education will continue in Sept. It will not be voluntary, but what it looks like?
June 16- Supplemental Learning will cease. Letter coming from GSSD.
June 23- Last submissions for supplementary work. This will apply more to high schools.
June 26- Progress reports will be issued via email/mail. SB to include a brief community report.
2020-21 Staffing
Shaune welcomes Breanne Gelowitz & Megan Farrell to staff. She is a recent U of S grad with PE major &
ELA/SS minors. Shaune is confident in her versatility & future contributions. She will slot into Grade 7.
Shaune feels he has set up a staff where there is familiarity and experience at each turn for YCS. While
there have been annual changes to the staff, Shaune still strives for something that will work for years to
come.
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Yes, some changes. Shaune did have conversations with those affected. We are amid changes.
Prep time, PE and PAA were challenges, including increased PAA outside YCS.
Prep time will observe the approximate GSSD 8% mark.
Grade 6 will see 3 classes become 2 around Periods 8/9. Largely PE/Arts/Lib.
Grade 7 will see a similar arrangement to last year Grade 6/7 arrangement. 3 classes to 2 classes.
We are making some use of Fitness Room both formally and informally.
Shaune is awaiting Pfeifer FTE to round out pieces of schedule. Math & Interventions.
Student Services have forwarded a case for additional EA time as some needs moving into area.
RTI at Grades 1-4 are set at Period 5. With increased 5-8 classes, we will have to get creative.
Shaune has some pieces remaining but he is sitting about 95% complete.
Staff have this timetable and Shaune will reflect on feedback.
Do we feel there is a need to share this with YCS Community in advance? Likely social media.

2020-21 School Fees
$10 per students will be advertised in the YCS Community Report, which will include Principal’s Message
and Staffing Changes, Supply List, Fees Schedule, etc. Shaune thinks it is likely 4-8 pages.
2019-20 Yearbook
This is almost complete and order forms will be emailed with some additional promotions on Facebook.
The cost is $15. SCC commented that it was even nice to get school correspondence. : )
Checking in With YCS Families
Shaune includes this only as there were previous inquiries. Our relationships & check-ins with families
continue to result in some interventions. We recently supported a family with a death in the family and
another with some behavioural concerns from home.
Shaune feels it is worth sharing that we have likely seen a 25-35% drop off in student participation in
supplementary learning. June comes with its own engagement challenges, but COVID19 is another.
Students do continue to check in for social engagement.
Water Fountains
Thank you to our Royal SCC as your water fountain discussion has gone GSSD wide. Awesome leaders.
School Events Impacted
>> Grade 8 Recognition and School Awards- Committee Meeting on Wednesday.
>> Year End field trips and such are likely not to occur. There remains many measures in place.
>> Need to be cautious of “virtual celebrations.” There are consents required. Grads are dealing w this.
>> We discussed teacher closure & gifts last meeting. Shall we suggest parents connect with teachers via
SeeSaw and Remind to organize a drop-off at residences or school. Thoughts?
>> “Meet Your Next Year’s Teacher” will occur on some level. This is being discusses in different ways.
>> This may take the form of Zooms, Virtual Video Tour,
>> YCS Staff is discussing a street/block event. It could be a way to get certificates to Grade 8 students.
Have face-to-face (not contact) interactions. We spoke about lining both sides of Gallagher. Ideas are
being tossed around and we are going to go into committee to decide what we can do and still observe
guidelines. The idea is that students/families would pass in vehicle.
>> This would be advertised as such.
2020-21 School Planning- Province may come out with a June 30th announcement.
GSSD will be working on return to school plans for next school year.
Return? There are still so many questions. This includes students in school/programs/bussing?
Possibilities? 4-day Week? 1-Day Week? Grades 1-6 returns but distance for high school?
Possibility? Teachers are in buildings collaborating for distance learning? Change from this year.
Consideration for personal protection? Washing? Disinfectant? Masks? Discipline for non-compliance?
We may truly need to control our environments? Classroom? Recess? Gym?
“Carrying capacities” of school discussed. How may in a room? In an area?
There was significant discussion that students really need to engage back some way. Even if reduced.

YORKDALE CENTRAL SCHOOL RE-ENTRY PLAN for STAFF – Some Entry in June 2020
Staff returning to GSSD buildings do so with a varying range of emotions: fear, uncertainty,
excitement, and so on. Good Spirit School Division recognizes the positive impact that a safe
workplace will have on the mental health & well-being of employees, therefore is committed to
ensuring there are safety measures provided within the building. Re-entry is based on need and
comfort, and it is not a directive at this time. Given the size of YCS, staff will discuss an
agreed upon approach. E.g., By appointment with notice or by grade/staff schedule
Yorkdale Central School remains safe when…












only GSSD employees are allowed in the building. All access is through the SW Student Centre entrance.
A “QR” LOG will be used to access the building. The log will be kept in the event a case of COVID-19 is reported;
staff in schools must ensure a minimum of 2-meter distancing, continue Frequent Handwashing & ensure
Proper Cough Protocol. The number of people in one room should align with the parameters of the Re-Open SK.
There are clear expectations of behavior for all employees for hygiene & cleaning. The assumption is that people are
responsible for their health but will be diligent in disinfecting work areas after use; Hand sanitizer at entrance/exit.
movement throughout the school is limited, and employees are only allowed in required areas;
employees refrain from congregating in groups larger than outlined in the Re-Open Saskatchewan Plan; Parking lot!
all employees accessing the school are self-monitoring for symptoms and report concerns to their principal;
any symptoms reported by an employee may result in the closure of the building for an indefinite period;
our caretaking staff follow a stringent plan for cleaning and disinfecting buildings; Respect their role & duties.
access to washrooms is based on the Saskatchewan Health Code. Do not access taped washrooms. Last cleaned sign.
the exchange of office equipment is limited. E.g., Limited if any photocopier but sanitize afterwards. Wipes present.

********************************************************************************
“Yorkdale United Chat” – Discussions about 2020-21 with Mr. Beatty
An open Zoom to have parents touch base and have questions, etc.
Perhaps submit questions ahead of time.
Openly address questions and provide information we can to support homes.
>> Good for transparency!
>> Include Date & Time in Principal Correspondence: Look at June 16 7 pm
Thursday June 4 Evening SCC Zoom with GSSD. All are welcomed.
Shaune has received much of information within Adm Council Meeting on June 2.
Shaune may or may not be present pending his daily and evening schedule.
Next Meeting: June 23 2020 at 6:30 pm
Good discussion. Thank you. Meeting adjourned at approx. 7:28 pm

